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                    Abstract
The knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship (KSTE) considers determinants of knowledge diffusion as well as their impact on entrepreneurial activities and growth. Extending the KSTE, the role of incumbent firms for the broad diffusion of new knowledge has been emphasized. For those firms, the barriers to an effective flow of information are considered using the concepts of knowledge filters and absorptive capacities. Both concepts enable the derivation of institutional measures to penetrate knowledge filters and systematically increase absorptive capacities. We interpret the process of digitization as a central process of knowledge spillover in recent years and determine digitization-related knowledge filters for particular domains of firm decision-making. Using a consultant-based in-depth evaluation of 200 small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) conducted in the context of a federal innovation program, structural drivers, firm clusters, and domain-specific knowledge filters for digitization are determined. We find little evidence for structural drivers of knowledge spillover effectiveness. However, as firms are clustered according to their digitization pattern, we show that firms realize high degrees of digitization in most domains or in none, leading us to argue that domain-specific knowledge filters are weak. Rather, knowledge spillover in digitization can be considered a process with initially strong general knowledge filter and—once this filter has been penetrated—weaker subsequent domain-specific knowledge filters. Policy and managerial implications for increasing digitization-related knowledge spillovers in SMEs are discussed.
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                    Notes
	While numerous definitions of digitization exist, following Loebbecke and Picot (2015), we denote digitization as the broad transformation process of an economy through digital technologies. This process has effects on all societal groups; within firms, it primarily refers to the use of new technologies such as big data analytics, machine learning, automation, a transformation of communication structures with customers, and other businesses. However, it refers not only to the use of novel technologies per se, but also encompasses the various changes on workplaces, intra-firm processes and firm structures fostered by technological change.


	Examples for determinants of knowledge filters range from geographical characteristics of a particular region (Acs et al. 2009a; Acs and Plummer 2005), the effectiveness of national institutions (Stenholm et al. 2013; Proeger 2018), the age of firms (Acs et al. 2009b; Carlsson et al. 2009), asymmetric information (Feser & Proeger, 2017; Proeger & Rupieper, 2019 ) or social norms (Guerrero and Urbano 2014).


	The online version can be accessed via www.bedarfsanalyse-handwerk.de.


	The question regards the regulation of craft businesses in Germany, of which the sample mainly consists. There are two regulatory classes (“A”- and “B-Gewerke”) which are primarily differentiated by the required occupation licensing for opening up a business. In the A-sector, a further qualification title is required to run a business, while in the B-Sectors, there are no entry requirements. For the analysis of digitization patterns, this differentiation should not play a substantial role and is therefore dropped from the analysis.


	Along with industrial SMEs, the German craft sector is considered the backbone of the German model of production of highly specialized SMEs with a high knowledge intensity and innovativeness. The sector yields an annual revenue of about 581 bn euros, features a share of 12% of all employees, 28% of all apprentices within the dual training system, and 1 mio firms overall (for all current numbers, see information by the German Confederation of Skilled Crafts (ZDH) on https://www.zdh.de/daten-fakten/kennzahlen-des-handwerks-2016/). Therefore, it can be considered a representative economic sector for conducting research on the structure of SMEs.
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